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CHAP~ 1 "

IlfTRO ueTI

social animal.

Man i

cia! priTil ,

and enjoying t e
ha

so

wi til t

thing ill co

inter t in hi

D

c

8,

t

11ft but physically.

iJIlpos.'

He

a particular

abar s with biJa the

D

the different cultures haft a UDiYersal cultural

to mankin, (32, p. 129),

e same ti

t ill

many traits which pr hibit the different groups fro

other, not because of lanpag s, but b cau e of the
arri r .

cia! actiri.ties

rest of the human r ce

own c....,ni ty whi

S&me cultural pattera.

pattera c

Without participating in

. there are

underatanding each

en stenee

of the cultural

T cross the 'barriers of cultural islands and the cultural lags,

or to be able to narrow the margln of the

differen~e8

in cultural determiD-

tiOD, for the purpose of achieviq acquaintance and understanding, the world

ne d

an effectiv coIlJllWlication

By

te.

-The process of cODIDWlicati

the web of signal , expectatio s, and unders

is

ding that

\

\
~)

together pos ible ••••• •• (7, p. 2)

or

to

CoDUaUlicatiOll for world couauniq 1s

ot only a political,

ltural exchaD.&e.

keep peoples peac fully disposed

each other

are JIl&Jl7 ways of co

It should I18D&ge t
r their gOT.

nte want

to

CODomiCal,

d • (1, p • • ).

There

unications. 'We ha. th world organizatiODs, the

political presentations, the co
portation al eies, th radio

ercial agencie , the tourists, th transand prea e , th

arts, and the exchange of

students.
rt O. Angell, a professor

f Sociology at the Uniyer.ity of Michigan,

aid:

It se
to
that the ba 1c
d is to coDllllllicate the way
of life of diff r t pe ple to one anotlter 0 as to achieve three
objective : Fir t. all .appreci.a tion of the human qualities underlying cultural difference; sec d, an understanding of the

central Tuues of other cultures; and third, a realizatio that
the differ nt Talne y.t
of tbe worl 's people are each compatible
with the universal bwnan qualities even vb
not compatible with
each other. (15, p. 152)
• Itrongest link with other ,J .u

i

the

~change

of student s.

Those people are in the stage of learning and acquiring.

The inform tion

they get in t e classes with the observations and the experiences outside
the classes or the caapus ferment in their minds.

These caapus ambassadors

who repr .ent the cultures and ideas of thei.r countries bave a double task

of giving and taking.

They give by setting the

elves as examples of their

people and they take, from the ' school they attend, what strikes thea the
These ambassadors carry a portfolio but without politics, a port-

most.

folio full of ideas, knowledg , understanding, and admiration; and it i8

up to the college, to the local students, and to the colllllUDity to provide
them wi tb the best.

The European intellectuals used to say about France that "Every
intellectual has two consciences: his own and France."
much Franc

This shows how

has affected the foreiga students.

!2!! !! l!!.! _ncan

Colleges.

the importance of international education requires an educational
center.

Thi s c

ter is I as it should be, ill the United. State

as a nucleus for international education.

This situati

11

and

.erY••

exists undoubtab1y

because the United States is the wealthiest and the stronsest country in
the world.

Comparing it with the imperialistic states we find that the

rican people haft
oppress 'o ther
re ourc:es.
The • r a

110

desire or need for territorial expansi n or to

Da tioDS ~d

squeeze them out of their eamings, wealth, and

In these sens s, political and economical, it is
DS

and the American love for peace prove

countr,r ever to attack another Dation.
2

t

elf- suf fieient .

it is the last

Theil when relyiDg upoll international

J

to the Un! t

education for v.rlel uncleratandina, the hearlest load is gi

,A

State •

dis r ion of the colleges in different climates, popul tty
rico in titutiODS for higher educati

of the

afford a fertile

ir

d for the work.

become t

f thd. r cOllDtrie.

de igners of the polieie

they carry back wi ·

To these institution

come

opl

Most of these young mea and vome 1d.il,

all. over the world.

fro

,and their availability

The

n dq,
ories

thea will pi.,- an important role in their rela tl. OJl-

\

sbip with the United States and the whole world.

Pa!'p°H
We haTe seen how

coll gea

ell die

rid 1

opec

fr

the

dhow iaportaDt it is to give the foreip

ric

tudents th

true

]

principles of d ocracy and to send thea back to their native land
rica and the American peopl •

with a high d gree of admiration for

It i
I

obYious that this

difficult.

T

t sk

is a complicated one and the problem 1s

bldies and researcb haft b en mad

in tbia field.

A

DWllIDer of articles ba ve been wri ttea and -DY speeches ba Ye beeu g1 veD

ah

t this subject.

to coil ge and ' fro
point out the exist

'lbe nature of these studies differ frOll coUege
one regioD. to aDother.

~roble

1iari ty' with the educational qst m, and t •

of the Eaglish langaac.

• This

studie.

ce of the ethnic prejudice, the diffieul1:11D finciina

suitable "dates", the unf
dicap

Ia general, the

tady

Beside these co

ttempts to throw s

light

the fiD.allcial
OD.

the thinking of th

A iaUe students attelldiDg the Utah State Agricultural C lIege and to
, see so

of the difficulties they are facing and the thing

aad complain about th

they prai

at 0

Their problem is the problem of all the foreign stud nts ill all the
3

American colleges,

I

t in this study we w t t

and the college contributed to their probl

ch the COJlllIlUD~tJ J

e . ow

and what are the

I

typical

{'
J

locaJ factor that

e them develop tb ir attitude.

Thu, this stu '1

/i

will be cone rned with de cribing the attitudes of the A iatic students t'},
,

at Utah State Agricultural C llege and with analysi

f,

factors

associat~\
~

wi th tb se attl tudes.
D fiDition

.2! ...T .............

Attitude is, Uke intelligence, more e sily
t

asured thaa defined.

since it is a ps.ychological a well as a sociological concept. and

since it i · a key

rd in social psycholog, a defiDi tion 'Will help in

the analysis and the

asurement of the attitude of the foreign

tudents.

The word Itattitude lt has be n giveD man,- differen.t definitions and
has be n put under many headings.

W. I. Th

~

fir t to popularize the te

s was

in sociological

literature; he describes an atte.mpt as "A state of mind of the individual

toward a value." {33, p. 29)
defines attitude with these words:

John De

,lilt is aD acquired

predisposition to ways or modes of response, not to particular act ,

except as,

d r special conditions. th

Attitude is the s

8

total of the pers

express a

war

of

having." (9)

0' inclination

feelings,

notioll , ide s, fears, prejudice, or 'bi s.
Attitude
flEv

rr

are acquired modes

attitude is the re olutio

et respo se,

aDd

s ,aris puts it:

of a crisis, the resol

tiOD

of a

difficul ty, the end of a period of cbaos. at ( 3 J p. 11)

Prejudice is a s
r wi. thout th

It is a co
accordiag t

1al habit which mats in eyery

proper control.

No group of maDkind is fr

ta

:I,

heart With

fre. prejudice.

factor ill the huma&l race wit dlffereacea iri degree and , content .
the cult rei.
4

Prejudice plays a gr at role ia th

ric

social life and it is

.

affectiq to a high degree the attitudes of these Asiatic students toward
the United State,

f th

~udice

is prejud

1

see in ch pter 3.

s it will

A d tiniti

1

word "prejudice helps under tand th

probl

nt against or in favor of an object.

•

It dis-

plants r asoning and makes the person explain his feelings by' rati.onaliz-

atioD.
Korse defines it as "A ental cramp or tension Which renders an
iDd1vidual uaable to

ee or consider anything but from a single point of

(34, p. 482-502)

Y'iew."

e to lwman nature, vb

two different

sort of a conflict.

usuall1' so

groU~1

get together tb re i .

This conflict is due to the difference in

cultures.
To be able

explaiD the nature of the conflict between, the Asiatic

student and the Americans a defiDition of the word "culture" will throw
s

light upon the discussloa
Culture i

rapidly.

a Tery basic word and its concepts have been growing

The simplest and fulle.t definitiOn might he consid.ered that of

Clark Wis ler.

"Culture as a general term refers to all ,the vays of doing

and thinking of a s cia! group. It

(32)

Ruth Benedict defin d it as: "Culture is that which binds men together." (17)
Method.

'lIle enrolimellt of the Asiatic students in the year 1951-52 vas sixtysix studeats, of vh

fift,r-four answered the seven-sheet questionnaire.

This surw:y has been done by giving a copy to each student to study and

to fill out t e questions he wishes and leave the que tions that
clarificati0

or explanation.

5

D

ad

A few student

wanted to fill thea iD with

t giving the interviewer

a chance to write down the answers because they wanted to do the ojob
,

th

elve.

I

They did Dot releas

their COPT

til a later date just

before they left for their summer v c ti DS
the iIlfol1llati n obtain
problems.
to try t

1s to judge th

caus

they suspect d that

and not to help

801ft

their

Six refused to fill them heeau •• , as they p tit: 1IJ:t is use!
help solft this problem. tt

Five students di

not gi v the writer

a chance to interne" them because, as the writer was iniomed later on,
they thought

h~

vas a "stool pigeon- to t e Soci logy Departlll_t.

ot the students tore up the que tioDllaire and said:
things that there is no benefit in doing.·
and told hia to go and 1

that will be ' quoted later.
those wh

s

"1 haft ao time to do

k for something profi tab!:.

Before p ce

The rest of the

interesting comments

0

i q it should be .entio

d that

refuse to fill out the qu ati nnaire do fora a crosa-sectiGDal

e of tbe group.

re

some of the Arab stud nts the interviewer u ed tlle Ar bie l&JllUage

to explain the true

otives behind this study, and there

argwae ts concerning the expected bene!i t of the study.

Te

few

be

About twelve of

friads of the writer filled out their c piea to "Plea. him wi tboli"t
sharing wi. th him the idea of the necessity aad the iaportance of thi

suryey.

It, is n ces ary to state that thea

effort to baYe th

fifty-four copies to

so

filled 0 t.

Thi. collected data is to be taken as
of these fifty-four students.

In the .e_'..........

\IDi t to state the
L. .

~t

wuld

tti tudes

c1 'Iified for

"

the purpose
the last

,.

f c parison according to many factorl

tep is to measure and analyze the e atti tud ••

,

.

,

J

turned to the iDteniewer

He til

studentl sho ed a good response, and they gaTe

One

I

e1

nu. Then

'.

I

the following chapt r the data will be pr

explanation aacl tables.
will be

attitudes.

I

interpretation of the findings

In chapter three

iYeD wi th some explanation

f the deriyation of these students'

chapter four the probl

situation will be discussed.

ent d vi th

of adju tmeDt and tr atmeDt of the

A special con ideration is giv

of the Social Science' teachers in buildi g up

to the role

vorId of under tandlq through

educati • Chapters fiy aad six present a brief summar,y and conclusion

""

ot the findiogs, tbe analYsis, and t

adjustment.

\

'I

"

CHAPTER

n

THE FINDINGS
Ia chapter olle it was stated that the purpose of this study is to

t tb attitudes of the Asiatic students towards the U.S.A.C., Logan,

find

and the U.S.A..

The materials in the present chapter are th

outcome of

I

a suney of fifty-four students.
scope of tla

Per

As it will appear in this chapter, the

study covers the f 011 ovi ng field.:

1.

Personal and social characteristics of the Asiatic students.

2.

Attitude towards U.S.A.C.

3.

Attitude towards Logan.

4.

Attitlde towards U.S.A.

5.

General attitude.

6.

Expected results of attitude.

7.

Attitude of students who have returned to their countries.

nal

aa4 soci 1 characteristic

~

students.

This sectiQn reveals- that most of the student s fr

*

Asia are in

In contrast to many American

middle twenties in age, the mode being 24.

students of this age, very few of them are married.* This fact presents
a problem in the social life of the Asiatic students.

This problem is

aggravated by having only one girl in this group and she is married.
Harla, only one girl from Asia shows that the woman in the Asiatic
countrie s is still ill the background and her participati on in the political
or the administrative and professional life 1

very limited.

The distribution of these students aaong the college classes shows
downward trend for the future enrollment.

** Only
The youagest is 19, and the oldest is 52.
10 are married.
8

Freshman classes in the U. S~

bigge t

haTe t

ber

tudentl, but in this Colleg there are only

f

four Fr shmen among thes

student.

Junior , twent,r Seniors, and eleve

of the Asiatic stud
this school ia being
say of

not to co
fr

voided.

Gr

ate.

Year with the previous 18 r.a,
A tudent told the writer th4t t

e Asiatic countrie

f

OD

thi

t

There are

warned

to Logan becau e the Embassy h

the student

been. re

mai n; ng

it

fr

country

i ving many complaints

of the U.S. .0. concerning the social life in Logan.

The country of Iraq leads in number of

r

tuden.t

AU.

tudeats fr

The

students belong to nine countries in the middle and th Far

s it appears in tthe following table.

and represent six different religions,

(a) Religiogs

of

st

the students.

Table 1. C ~tries and religions of the 54 studt1 lts

o. Koslem Chri tian

Countr;y

IraQ

20

20

Iran

11

II

Jew

Buddist

H-il\dn

. Si~k -Undecided

\

~al.& tUle

7

China

•

1

Lebanon

3

2

Si_

3

India

3

PakistaD 1

Israel

1

Turkey

1

7

1

2
,

3

..~r'

~a
,~

1
1
1

...
,

..

.

1

1

.

( ) cont.
It i8

oticed t

t t

Middle Ea t stm nt

. religion*
The dOllinlllce of the Moslem
th_ a c

ts fr

the

well known in the Middle East.

a t because the U.S ••0. i

Far

utnumber the stud

ong the group gives

n intercultural background.

The biggest number of th se students are in the

thool of

This is expected because of the Deed for agricultural

Agricultur.

specialists in Asia.

If the students did not change their majors.
,

after they got her , the School of Agriculture wuld have a web
larger

r.

Il

The rest of the students are divided among the

School of Conmerce, which has fifteen of .them, the School of EIlginering

wi tit

equal DWIlber, and the School of Arts aDd Sci nees with four.

(b1~ Fi

cia! Resources.

Three
,h

ft

tude ts are supported by the American Government, four
job, thirteen are sent by the! r governments. and thirty-

part-ti

four are

elf-

pported from income at home.

be mentioned here is that in Asi

support his
.

SOD

t}.,

A worthwhile point to

f ther feels that he bas to

through college, and if he does not bave the money
~

he sell a piece of land; and for an Asiatic to sell a piece of land
i

a great sacrifice.

Asiatics.

Working while studying is not known to the

The reason is the cla s system and the social status. .

Thirty-ei.ght students said they are not having any difficulty
~in

erstanding the lectures.

The sixteen who are ba nng difficulty

ltated that it is not a handicap, but that it gives them ore work to

do

d more use for the dictionary.

* 40

ar
10

(c)

Reasons for
Twent,y-five

selectinc the U,S,A,C,
student~

selected the U,S.A.C. because their

friends told them about it.
wanted them to do so.

Eight came here because their governments

Seven selected this school because it is

popular back home, especially in agriculture.

The rest of them bave

different reasons for being here, i.e. that their application was
accepted here before the other colleges, or that expenses are less
here,
Atti~e

Toward !!lU,S.A.e,

The second section of the questionnaire deals with the attitude of

these fifty-four stud nts toward the college educational system, the

instructors, the social activities and their relationship with the American
students.

(a)

Attitude

t~ard

the Quality of the college education §lstea.

Table 2 shows what these students think of the

quali~

of the

college educational system, according to their nationalities.
Table 2,

Atti tude towards the quality of the college

educational system according to nationality

Fair

Very good

Good

Iraq

..

11

5

Iran

1

6

4

Palestige

3

2

2

3

1

Country

Chin
India

1

Poor

@

2

Siam

3

Lebanon

2

1

11
•

Table 2 (oont.)

Good

VerY j[ood

CountrY

Fair

Pakistaa

1

1

Israel
__

Poor

_I

1

.... -VJ

!OTAL

t

31

13

1

Table No.3 ahows the aaae attitude, but the group has been

di-dded accardi-q to their field of study.
Table 3.

Attitude of the fifty-four student. toward the quality
of the college educatloaal qateJI accordilll to their
d

f.

School

, Couaerce

TOTAL

2

4

20

5

33

2

13

9

It i . noticed that ......nty-three percent of the students in the
school of Co.-erce atated that the STst. is good, ldiile 51.2 percea.t
ill the school of AgriclIl ture and 52 percent in Eagineering thi·nk it

is good.
Fifty-six percent of the total group said tba t the syat

good.

lJa the School of Arts 6' Science I ·the ujori t); which is fifty

percent, atated that tlte qat•• is only fair.
said

i.

tha:t

Since ODly ODe student

the syat. i . poor, so_ special innstigatioD cone.min,

his scholastic status had to be made.

12

It vas fOUDd that this stud

t

a

rs nal conflict with his de

ti

1

ce.

Scie

e said t

f a student fr

the ca

as been in this Coll g Ie

t

e syst

i

at of th

than a

are the edueationalsyste

t

t th

U.~.A.C.

t their colleges.

In general

i ,s n t y ry valid because a great number of the se

favored the U.5. .C.
' that they get
, enjoy

ill t eir countries

said it is not better J and e1gh t cannot compare

d nts h. Dot bee ill 8llJ other college.

8

onth, and yet

ty-eigbt tudents said

because they do not knew enough ab
the coapari

8

1 of Arts 6'

very goocJ..

•• A.C.)

bett r, eightee

1

Another ca e wortby' of

the sch

He

Aak1ng thell to co

and

rtDent.

r

Tatem se

to agree t

At any rate those who

t it 18 aore practical

c operation tt"Oll their instructors and that they

re freedea and inf rality 10 the

'9
,as the majority

0:.. se

aDd' ill selectiDg

who faw'red. tb syatem of their countries did
pIt

it becau e, nThe stud

t gets his degree with

more ka wIedg •

( ')

Towards the ipatruct2['.
Their attitude toward the iastructors is favorable, but as it .

i

found. ill ever)" group a few seem dissatisfied.
~a8tic

ill

the:l.~

witb their profea

judgmeat becau e they th
r.

Some of them were

el ves did not cooper te

The writer, however, has had clas es with so

f tAe criticis d professorsJ and he vas very satisfied wi th their

help, attention

Ira4ing.

'lhirty-fi ve at dont wapt to transfer to another college, whil
Dl.y fourteen want to c ntimae their educati n iD th1

College.

ri

do Dot care whether they stud7 here or any place else.

nah

t

tr

sfer and those who 40 Dot

Those who

ave interesting comments and

1 AH STATE AGRICULTURAL COll.EG£

WUt~.f£

explanations tllat will be found as a part of the interpretation
of findings
(c)

~

the third chapter.

Toward the students and the

ocial actirl ties.

Twenty-eight students feel that the American students consider
..----------~---------------- ..

th

-

----~--------------------

foreignus J wel ve as friends I twel ve as inferior, nine as

white, and nine as colored.
',1

Some of them put more than one word

like foreigner and white,or foreigner and colored, or colored and
and inferior.

It is worthwhile to state that only three students

from. South East Asia marked the words inferior or colored, while

the other eight marked. either f<reigner, Wtite

or friend.

All the students agreed that the Cosmopoll tan Club should ba ve
more activities and interactivities with th

other soc:i..al organizati.ons

in the College, and that above all the College should show more

interest in the club and in the foreign 'student's housing problems.
They all recolJlllend that the College help get American and foreign

students together in numerous occasions, help American students
understaDd foreign stu:lents J and show the American girls that
nothing is wrong in dating the foreign students.

of th

asked tor an International House.

Ninety percent

The other -ten percen,t

said that such a house might bring up direct conflict vi th the

American students aDd make the situation worse.
Attitude Toward Log

•

The tJaird section is the IDOst critical ODe because the results of
the survey reveal that the students are most dissatisfied with the .. social
--.---~

Ufe in Lo

• In

DO

other question did they show such a negative

ttitude.

Only six said the people of Logan are friendly and tba t is because they are

14

getting

nefit fr

people are friendly

tudenta • . Thr e student

foreign

d so

are not.

The rat, vh ar for

opie ef Logan are not friendly_

that the

aid

t

-f1

, said

Tlle reaSODS are divided aa

follows I

(a)

They are too bus.y to care ••••••••••••••••••••• 1

(b)

Foreigners are not \b;b-~~ thems-"iv~ ••••••• 2
.
_......
.

--------....._-- ----

~

(0)

People of Logan don't like to associ te ·

with other than L.D.S. peopl ••••••••••••••• 40
(d)

Don't know v~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2

NODe of the students said tba t the people of Logan like the strangers.

Eleven percent said they are friendly I and sixty-seven percent of this
group said it was because they are getting benefit out

f the foreigner •

Eighty-two percent said that the people of Logan are Dot friendly.
Out of this group 88.8 percent said because the t

as ociate but with L.D.S.

\\Ill

people don' t like to

eaber.

This section haa been set for

Dature of testing as veIl a

ore than ODe p1rpose.

inquir·

lite haye been inserted in thi

•

It has the

DiffereDt phases of the

section to discover

ow

eriCaJl

the foreign

s·t udents know about the object of their attitude.
The students in stating the attitudes showed that the picture of the
United Stat s i

not

ery clear in thed.r mind.

aft ctiag their reactions

t~&r4s

thi

There are some factors

bject.

J

Taking, to .tart wit , the aid tb t Asia receiv s from the United
State.

This aid plays a vital role in their countries' life, but

their r actions to it vas a

follows:

15

said

'feB

altruism.

Fifte

democracy.

ric

t

ric

aid.

th ir poliUcal demands by

Sev ntee

and

co omical more thaI1 it is politioal.
rlcaDs want to get rid of their surplu

t the

maintain co peti tion

s want to introduce capitali

riean

ribiag them and by poutin.g out to them that

is social
d t

cause of t e

ricans want these nations to forget about

Sixt en said

their probl

s like to help others

t hom.

Twenty said that

to

ricaDs want to prove

their prosp rity and prestige and affect these small natiOJls with a
psychological warfar.

orty-four said the United State

is buying these

n tioRa aDd fighting Conmunisa to help ' hold the balance of pover.

It is amazing to find eighty-three percent of the Asiatic
in

tudent

American ,college "accusing· United States of an imperialistic

QJl

policy, a cultural anc1 economic imperiali

which leads to a political

o •
(b)

The gericans and th
eir view of the

items.

Tb

re

OIl

rican people is SWIlled in these following

---1

ov rwhelmillg majority think that (a)

hearted; (b) ...2!! AmeriCaD

go

for their pro perity.

Americans are

are nry materialistic; (c)

!2!! '

speak d ocracy yet they don't practice it; (d) !2!!

ric

Americana feel that the other nation
'haTe social prejudice; (f)

are inferior; (e) ~ Americans

!.-. Americans welcome everybody who comes
\,

t

the U~~.A.

(The underli

d words llav

been left to the student to choo•• am

r words \thich ar : all, most, so

,the f
I

asking th ,

checked tb.

or noneJ

f r reasons for United Stat

follol4ng it

••

'1

s prosperity

they

u.s.

1s rich in natural resource •••.••••••••••••• 43

It is a free country •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20
The Americans use the credit system ••••••••••••••• 18
America has many

re~lef '

agencies •••••••••••••••••• 11

!merie s baTe no social cla ses..................

9

A few students put dow .in the blank sp ce different reasons.
The most important are: Americans work hard and they spend a lot of

money

Oft

research.

, J

This last part, dealing with what the Asi tic s'bJdents think
of the Americans and the reasons for their prosperity, show Tery
clearly that these students are observing America both on and outside

the campus because they gaye same interesting illustrations and comments
concerning these two points.

Some of them said that they had been

discussing these things among themselves.

A few students wrote

articles in their countries' papers about America and the Americans.
These students are looking America over shrewdly and don't miss DIlch.
They will carry word of America back to their homes.

(c)

Visiting with American families.
Thirty-nine students said that they visit with AmeriC&Il famlies

because they haTe been invited,

* and

they enjoy the Amerlc

company.

Some of them put a special emphasis upon the importance of learning
the American way of life through visiting, and it is a good opportunity

to sho the Americans what kind of people the e studentl ' are.
i

ki

Visiting

a part of their ,culture, due to the unimportance of time and the

relationship.

•

* Fifteen

students bave never been inYited.

17

Two don't haTe time.

(d)

rieap &irls,
One of the key questions asked was it th,.

American girl.
marrying

rican girls

up-to-date.
C----'"

Sevent en of the

They

uld like to marry

said they ba ve no

~_

.ection to .

cau e American girls are

are better t an th.e girls back ho

and if 10.

J

....

strikes all the barrier disappear,

Four of the~ said they can', t t 11 because they neve~ thought of
it,

ried to !me ri can girl.

A similar number are already
But the

ajority, which is thirty-three, vouldn't like to

rry

American girls because: twenty-one of them said American girls are too
inde

nd nt_anq

by comparing the

m\1ndu.allstic.

The students based their jud

t

eriean girls with the gir Is b ck ho e lGO are more

submissive, less individualistic and independent,
r

much

ore

bound by traditions.
Nine stud nts said tba t American girls cannot l iv
~

becau e it has been proven

back bo

the American girl does n t gi Te up

..-

the privileges and the

accommodation~

that exist in. thi

It is bard for her to understand other culture

country.

b cause she believes

the American culture is the best so why both er to try to 11ve as the
locals do or to learn their language.
.'

Two students didn' t gi ve reasons and one ~aid he!

marry one of his own religion.

This student means a

uld like t
he explained

it, that he wuldn' t like to marry an L.D.S., but an American Jew

would be what he vants.
Prejudice in the United States
th

st.

ee

to shock the Asiatic student

The hi tterness that the thirty-oine students showed, while

18

st.

8,

a hay _ religi

thDic and racial prejudio

,va yery IX' at and expres iye.

again t th

Exprelsing an
know

ric

that the

not help th

ttitud. d

ociologist if he does not

e experience . hind and the object of thi
It is

0

and confu i

Asiatic sttdent

dous that the

cause they are responding t

are in a at te
new

expert nce Without directly particip ti. g i
Their attitude as they expre8.ed it i
b cause

., factor

contri

attitude.

ttitude

th

f crisis )

dtonv

f

•

this study is Dot very clear

te to its acquire nt and the response

are not

identical.. Their p rsonal fa ling is ill a stage of transition because
they are in

dift rent culture.

T measure the attitud
ha

bee

of these fifty-four students, ten ite

On the light of tni

selected to represe t all the questions.

asurement, the result shewed an inclination towards the negative side.
The e te

ite

are:

(1) What do you think of the U.S.A.C. educational syst ?
(2)

Do American have prejudices

(3)

Would.,

(4). Would.,

lik
Q

gainst.,

?

to transfer to another colleg ?

like t

marry an American girl?

(5)

Do you vi it wi t

(6)

Are peopl~ of Logan fri nd.ly?

(7)

What d

(8)

Would you reco

em the U.S.A.C. f r others?

(9)

Would you reco

end the U.S.A.?

(10)

Anerican familie ?

lOU think are t

tin

By c m1Dg to the United Stat

co

try ...acUAA,e?

How?

,I '

of the Americans in helping Asi ?

#.

,did y ur feeli g toward this

By giving ODe point for each negative answer to the ten questions
~f

an average

5.46 was obtained.

There vas belief among some of the faculty members
that the attitude
,
of thesetudents differ according to their field of study.

Dividing

them according to their field of study, the School of Engineering averages

5.67; the School, of Commerce, 5.46; the Scltool of Agriculture, 5.45; the

School of Arts and Sciences, 5.26.

This result 'reveals that the field of

study has an insignificant effect.

In the meantime it should be mentioned

that one stooent in the School of Arts and Sciences, which only has four
students, has been in this college for only one month and his attitude was
very positiye.

The answers he gave are believed to be inaccurate because

he does not know enough about the things he favored; that is b'hy the
average of the School of Arts and Sciences is less negative than the
other schools.

But a larger difference exists between the students fr

the Far East ld10 average 4.69, and the students from the Near East who
5.91 for the Arabs and 5.78 for the non-Arabs.

ave rag

(a)

Attitude of the different group •
There are different factors that could affect the formation of

these attitudes such as length of time, the Language, and the dating
problem.
The fGUo\dng tables will show the scores of the different categories.
Table NO.4.

The negativi

of the different categori •
Number

Score

3

4.74

7

5,15

Singl

44

5.79

Having d tel

2l

5.35

CATEGORY OFJ

Married,

away

from wife

Married, with wife

20

Table No...

(cont.)
CATEGORY

Nuaber

Score

33

5.57

39

5,07

Don't vi it

15

5.85

Graduates

11

5.08

Un4 rgraduates

43

5.84

Haung diffic\lltl ip understanding the lectures

16

5.81

Doe l1't haTe difficulty

38

S.ll

Visit with Americap t

I

liel

Tabl No.5. The effect of the length f time passed in the United
States UpOD the negativism of the Asiatic students' attitude.
Time passed in this CountlT
Le •• than 6

, to

Number

Score

i

4.8

S

5.2

8

5,8

35

6.07

nth.

12 MqJihI

1 to 2 years
2 fears or more

5.46

TOTAL AVERAGE

The

two tables show little difference among these groups.

Yet the factors underlying these different groups might be more
significant if the DWIlber of

tudents were larger.

Due to the snaIl

number at hand, one student could affect the score of his group either

way and c use a biased result. .
Other factor. that might affect their attitudes are those of
a personal nature such as the background of the student, his family

social status, his affiliation with his countrymen, his religious or

21

ethnic prejudice, his schola tic achievem

t, or his financial

The writer couldn't trove or disprove the effect · of

situation.

the e factors because there is no data to support the judgment.

The Asiatic governments have a great interest and hope in their

stud nt' in the United States' who will be expected to bold respected and
influential positions because they form the· nucleus of this generation's
intellectual

~up.

A.ware of the importance of the influence of the se students in thei r
countries, the writer, in this section, will point out the attitude that
they will carry h

•

The following items with the corresponding numbers show the kind of
relationship these stud. nts want to have with the United St.a tes.

1

(a)

Consider the Western World as enemies ••••••••••••••

(b)

Have only diplomatic relations ••••••••••••••• '•••••• 16

(c)

Have conmercial treaties with the U.S.

(d)

Cooperate with the U.S.

In it

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30

(c) the original form ~s:

wi th the United States.

• •••••••••• 17

Have military and conmercial treaties

All, but one who checked this item, didn't want to

include the word "i.!ilitarytl •
. In general, it is noticed that the biggest number of students want

cooperation wi th United States; but this is not a very optimistic trend,
ince all of them are supposed to'j4 be affected by their existence in the

United Stat

8,

and therefore should not consider the \vestern World as enemies.

About thirty percent want only diplomatic relations with the United State.

If the Asiatic countries don't have a better response than their student
in the United States, the American Foreign Policy is a complete

failur~.

Quoting the one who consider the United States as an enemr, he
said:

"After I have seen how the best democratic country applies
de .ocracy within its people and in relation to strangers, I
dontt favor its expansion or dominance in my country."
.
But, in general, their attitude toward the United States is not
offensi ve; .but they don f t seem to be satisfied with the social life in

Logan.

Fifty-two of them will recommend the United States' colleges for

tri ends back home, and two won It.
the

u.s,A.e.,

and

However, only sixteen will recommend

thirty-eight won't.

Their reason for not reconnnending,'
(

it is the non-acceptance the foreign students are facing from the people
of Logan.

Their conments show that this animosity does not include the

college.
The following table compares the attitude of the foreign student
toward the United States upon arrival and upon leaving.

Table No. 6

Comparison of relationship

You came to the UI!SO as:

Will leave the U.s. as:

Number

Score

Friend

Friend

30

5.3

Friend

Indifferent

14

5.7

Indifferent

Friend

5

. 4,1

Indifferent

Indifferent

4

4.2

Frimd

Enem;r

1

8,0

,
It is evident that Logan is not b.tilding friends for the United

States in Asia

beca~se ·

forty-five of the fifty-four stud nts came as

friends and only thirty-five \dll leave as friends; besides thi

one will leave as enemy.
23

loss,

l

Atti
1'bi

section of the questionnaire deal

with th

attitude of eighteen

former U. • .C. student who were in their countries
thei~

th ir attitudes to

n they expre sed

friends who are studying, at the present, in this

.

It is obvious that such a study is usually c 1 red b,. the people

College.

talk for tb

thers.

at is why it i

Howver,

believed that this seed.

D

1 cks some accuracy. -

indication of these attitudes 1s nevertheless revealing.

fa 1e 7.

Attitude of 18 fo

er U.S.A.C. students who are already back '

, as told by their friend ov r her •
Very Good

!

Neutral
No. J

28

3

Good.

No,

$

No.

3

16,5

5

Poor

No. % No.

16.5

0,

S

4'

23

2

11

1

5.5

3

16.5 0

0

1.

5.5

Hi ide s a out the
United St te

5

28'

0

In asking whether they would Uk

to li'9 ,thre

0

to co

said they would like to come back here becau$e this country

is modern. comfortable, democratic, and free.

like to

~J ~ ~

I

00

N

Fifteen said they wuld not

e baok h re because:

Race prejudice

-the United States is great •••••••••• 8

Tbey hate to be away from ho

(c)
, (d)

back to the United States

rica i

.' ••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 7

too xpensive •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4

They were completely ignored here ••••••• -: • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3

t

the eighteen would like to come back to Logan because the

ople of the town were not friendly with the • ,,,',

•• It.~.

CHAPTER III
THE INTERPRETATI ON OF FINDINGS

In the previous chapter the attitude of the student have been
pre ented ldthsome cents.

In thi

chapter we are going to analyze

these attitudes and their relAtions to the different factors that contributed
'to the derivation of these attitudes.
A.

ttl tude of the Far East students

Differential factors affecting the

as compared to the Middle

at students.

The Far East stud nts proved , to have the least negative attitude,
and as stated in chapter

n

the great maj ri ty of them did not say that

there is prejudice against the ; and they se

to be satisfied with the

social life in Logan.
We all know that the very great

jori ty of the Far Easterners belong

to the Mongoloid Race, and y t they stated tba t the Americans consider
tb.

On the other hand the students fr

Whit s.

thropology classifie
the American s

I

feelt according to their majority', that

dents consider them inferior, colored, or both.

There should be
against the

as White

the. Middle East, wh

reason that the Far ,Easterner

and haye a less negative attitude.

It i

deny the prejudice
hard to commit oneself

for an explanation' of the reasons for such attitude especially when there
is no accurate infor.mation to base the judgment upon.

Nevertheless a

personal opinion could be stated leaving to the reader the right to approve
or disapprove. '

The students from the Far East are familiar with the ,prejudice they
exchange with the Americans.

Their hi tory is full of events and conflicts,

and some diplomatic negotiations took place to put an end to these confliQts.
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ixpressions like the "Gentleman IS Agreement n or the

II

wbiteman 1 s

Burden u are

well known by the people of the Far East; and when they come to this country
th~

avoid the people, fearing further events or clashes.

The.r deny the

existence of prejudict! because they want to calm it doWl,\ and not to revive it.
They are used to prejudice in their countries; they are familiar with
the Caste System and the religious conflicts; they are well acquainted '4 th
the feudal and aristocratic societies.
not well understood 'by them.

Democracy and

indivi~ualism

are

This might be the reason why they are not

bothered by the social conditions in Logan.
An addi tiona! reason tha t might be considered here is the economic

and · social privileges that these students are enjoying in this country.
The standard of living in the Far East is very low, and these people are
not used to such

~uxuries,

so they are not as likely to acquire an unfavor-

able attitude.
A third reason is that the Far East students seem to be more shy, and

they do not like to associate with the others; so if they are left alone
they do not mind much.

Some of the Middle East students tried to associate

wi. th them, but the response was not very encouraging.

The Middle East people, according to foreigners who visited or lived
in their lands, are very sociable and friendly people.
It is not necessary to quote Europeans or Americans who wrote about

the friendliness of the Middle East people, but it is worth while to look
for the reasons for this trai to
The Middle East is the origin of the three main religions which spread
internationalism and humanitarianism all around the universe.
The

~1iddle

Easterners play the role of hosts for the whole world be.caus-e

every year thousands and thousands of religious men and women go to visit the
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sacred lands in Jerusalem and Arabia.

They are used to new faces and new

cultures since more than ten thousand years.
, mixture of many.

Their culture itself is a

It is not the mystic oriental nor the materialistic

western.

A vi s1 tor from any part of the w rId will , find, in the Middle East some 'traits
of his own culture because many cultures have been assimilated as well as
a great amount of acculturation took place in the Middle East.

Its geograPhical

posi tion is giving the unique advantage of being a bridge that links
the
.'
'

three continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa.
Racial prejudice does not exist in the
n,o t known t

the Middle Easterners.

~iiddle

Ea ,t; discrimination is

A student from Palestine said:

"I better leave this country before I acquire this distructive
' feeling of ·prejudice against the colored people. Back home we
never thought of it, but the Americans are making me conscious
about 1 t."

<
.

Religious prejudice does exist, not to the degree of hate, but to

satisfy the feeling of belonging; and what is known about the educated
people in the Middle East is,

e1r' iIlditference toward the rellgiOQ8

affiliation, this group belongs, by birth, to different religions.

The

Middle Eastern nations still suffer the class system, but the economic
development is improving the social si tuatioo.
After being familiar with some of the main differences in the cultural
traits between the Far Easterners and the Middle Easterners, it has to be

noted that these differences are brought up to explain the ' reasons for the
difference in attitudes, but t his should not conceal their basic similarity
in attitudes as s own in chapter two.
B.. The derivation of attitudes of the Asiatic student.
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leave their country with an utmost anxiety to be i8 the United State •

Through papers, movies, and advertis
United States as a heaTen on earth.
and at first they

th

t

nts these

8 tudents

thought otthe

They expected. to enter a Utopian Land

no disappointment.

to be ill

It looked like a dre

~

Unit d States - freedo , d mocracy, privileges, luxurie , and opportunities.

They co

to the United States with the hig

st se se of admiration

s to

vb t nature and the Americans did to this country.

Tbey read about Jo

Stuart Mill and his idea

prise aDd individualism. . They admire

J~fferson' s

They are well acquainted with the principles of tIi
they are Americans more than the !merle

,

about freedo
contributio

of enter-

to mankind.

civil war.

In" one word,

•

Quoting so e of what these students say upon their arri"val to this

country, they say:

"I wonder if you ABlericans appreciate your democracy

as much as we do."
"l was struck by the absolute, c

plete classlessness.

There is a

t tal absen e of servili~ and class feeling."

"We heard tba t freedom, democracy and equal1 ty were the keynote of

American ci viliz' tion and that the coUntry lIilich originated the four
freedoms certainly practiced them."

That is a picture of their approval; 'but 'aft r a period of a year or
so, disilluai mnent aDd d.isappointment color their experience •
They heard and ' read about dem.ocracy
8

e it"in practic

until they c

a8

a theory J but they dicin' t

to the United State

time. ( The w&7 they saw it ;In practice" was a shock to
prejudice, discrimination and indiff r nce ar

value.

and lived for someost of them because

d.epriving democracy of its

)

I

I

Qu

ting them after they spend a few years in this country th y say:

liThe weakne s of American democracy is now apparent to
• There is a parado~ in the individual enterprise syst •
Society gi v s the individual the opportunity to do wba t h
pleases and then puts religious and racial obstacles in his way.n
"My faith in America is completely !battered because of
\
the discrepancy between its ideals and its practices. America
has DO idea of other cultures, government, or economics. It is
short sighted, selfish and stupid on America's part. The United
States thinks the American way is the best and everyone shOUld
follow it.

"Tbis
rican altruism does not exist. Americans are not
lisb to throw their money in Asia or elsewhere for the sake
of humanity. Bow do you expect them to like my father and help
b1a help himself, as they put it, \then even they don't associate
wi th me here or consider us . as human as they are. n
.
f

II
ricans have a superiority complex about everything and
this point four program is something new to brag about. If they
really want understanding and cooperation why don't they start

with us?Thi

is their present attitude showing what a tremendous change had

taken place in their feeling toward the Uni ted States.
Many factors contributed to the formation of this attitude.

The

most important one is tne American Character itself.
1.
~

and DOo-Americaa writers,

!meric

or others JU.4. _
way ot life.

oti

.tadi..
nat

a

ciologists, politiCians,

t the aT 1'&18 .-nean

ot th

I

wel,

and

the American

.tart with M.Y. Ostrogorsky.

He said: .

"But the equality and obility of American life produces
a loneliness and individual isolation which is uniquely
American. The citisen of the old world, for all his disadYantages, is anchored in social space. He has oral
support; a sense of belonging." (I, p. 37)

Lasky refers to the American character as "Universal passion
for physic

property" and rlthe idea of the dyn
,e
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c car

ere

(19)

1
.

.'
'(

"

,

Herbert Spencer (1, p. 35) complained about the American
"Agre siveness", of the American behavior and of the disregard for
the rights of others.
Homey arl'1es that the competit!:ven.ess of modern culture places
the indu trial in a state of hostile tension with his fellows, which

affects all personal and soci&! relationship. (1, p. 42)
What these people said is true

~s~c.
~-

and

becau_~e

mec~a:u~a~_I!!Lj.:-~~Dg
----------

----

- --_._-------"
the American is too
the culture a great

amouiit of complexi. ty which is affecting the social links between the

people.
Coming to Margaret Head, the discussion enters a new stage of

"causes of the causes" because Mead' s interest is in the development
of the child t s personality.

She said:

"As a conseq~ence the American places an extraordiriar,y
preodum on achievement; he measures his worthiness or unworthiness first by parental responses and later by community
·respODses. Q (1, p. 41)

This point is believed to be very important because it gives the
American a sense of competitiveness that makes him disregard the

rights of the others.

It ,makes him a hard worker who knows how to

earn, but it takes him away from "how to Ii ve • n
The American has the feeling of ethnocentrism.
sense of self-critical.
I'

He

is too satisfied.

or the other people.

To him what is American

He lacks the
auld be the best.

He does not care to understand the other cultures
He is politically an:l economically secure, so

why care about the others.

Materialism is growing up on the account

of his social relationship even with his own fam:ily. (1, p. 48)

The abundant cases of divorces are a good proof.
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on.
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are

ge is th

gtl

onet ry

A very simple word like "you look as good as a million dollar

explains M1at is
Mead ha

other cul tur
in

teri listie and his 1

ant by monetary l.a

another appntach ' for th

pr poru on of

pa t few ge erati

,goa

.

.

g Indi

t of un

through the experience
till

ea.

erican QUIt

lib 0 has been studying

rieans ba ve ,

parenti) aDd they

the cultural patt rq.;> of f rei

practice th reseq
.,

res ntment of . ericans for the

• She argued that a 1 ge

e course of t

of r jecti

n

iii an

rican universit,y

interpreted the "American Way of Life" with the ' e words:
"The :thic of the American is t he ethic of war and
eompetiti • His psychology is th t of the flesh; his philosophy is that of the bread. The
erican is self-centered,
ignorant of other cultures. He knows the laws of nature but
ot th 1 w of t e heart. His highest alu is hi bank
balanc. His cultur i adolescent. His d ocratic freedoms
ar the fr do 'o f ex, the freedo of competition, the
freedo of exploit tiOD and the c nfusion of liberty."
Th t's one phase of the American.
contradict with

at has been said about'°bi. , but both exist similarly

or dissimilarly; and that is what
In spit
indiffer

Some of his other characteristics

ric

es the

a unique person.

f being too individualistic, too independent, and too

t, he has a very tender heart with a great amount of altruis •

The foll wing illu tration is a very good example, and it is one

out

. f many.

en t e famine struck Indi

in 1950 the

&it untU the Congress yoted to lend India one

111
a

ti

politic

d llar.
-wid

Far

rican p_e ople did not,
re~

and ninety

rs ', s ' dents, businessme , and other

contribution to belp India.

(31).

started

That was not a

gift or a surplus dumping b t a purely humanitarian con-
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tri bution coming right from the hearts of the American people.
2.

The effect of racial and ethnic prej¥dlce upon attitude.
Since a part of the discussion has been reserved to American

and the Americans, an independent section should be given to the
vicious ene y of America and democracy.

Prejudice is not only

handicapping social and economic improvement, but it is affecting the
United States cultural standing abroad as it is badly affecting the
Asiatic students' attitude toward the Uni t ed States and its ideals.

Prejudice is accompanied by a dangerous social habit of attributing,
undesirable traits to a whole group and interpreting every individual's
expression of such traits as characteristic of his own group.
This is what is affecting the Asiatic students the worst.

shouldn't be judged as a feared,

sc~rned,

They

or hated group because of

one or two undesirable members.
In every society there is goOd, bad or indifferent; and every

g~up

has an inalienable right to claim respect as human personalities.
It is shocking to see the United States, the father of democracy,
practicing the social tyranny of prejudice.

The Russians made social discrimination
this noble goal

~n

illega~.

They perforned

a country of many kinds of peoples and cultures.

They welcomed these cultural differences and refused to treat them as
inferiorities.
How can United States appeal to Asia by promising democracy and
freedom since they don I t have it in their own backyard?
America cannot compete with Communism unless it practices democracy
in every sphere of life.
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.•

These bi tic students are not only observing the prejudice,

but they are on the receiving end of discriminatory practices.
Quoting again an Indian student he said:

"So far the prejudice

in India is worse than here, but we make no pretenses to democracy."
As a conclusion for this section the

~Titer

feels that if prejudice

is eliminated, these students will carry back a more tolerant impression,
eyen favorable.
3.

Logan and the outsiders.

The writer couldn't make enough study about the history and the
culture of the L.D.S. people.

Through discussions held with L.D.S.

-llJifId)ers, liberals and conservatives, through visiting acquaintances

1

and personal observations, and through the treatment the Asiatic
students are getting fram the people of Logan, this debatable idea is
obtained.
The Mormons have been persecuted, and they had to leave the East
because of atrocities committed against them.

These events and the

sufferings they met on the way West left in their hearts and minds a
-bitterness that developed to awareness from the outsiders.

It made

them develop the idea of "If you don't want to be one of us you don t t
like us; stay away."

This is due to the antagonism they met from

everybody in the East.
An ther factor is the primitive behavior of the Mormons when it

comes to religion and affiliation with the church.

They cooperate

under the church banner aDd feel as a unit, as a family of flbr thers."

The outsider has no place in such particip tion.

He feels, as well
\

as they feel, that he does not fit here.
The Hormons are very mch

c~~~erned
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about their religion.

They

J

expect every wis

maD

t

join wi th th

One L.D.S. student once

•

~

said:

"I couldn't imagine how an i telligent person could neglect

the Book of Mo

•

A young'llberal lt L.D.S. student told the writer that the people
of the churc

expect the young Mormons to as ocia te with each other

because th 1

re brothers.

This attitude of superiority, coop rativen

makes the L..... peopl
prejudic
t ndeney

S8

and social solidarity

have more prejudice and animosity.

This

has a controlling place in much of their behavior o
~o

set off their own grOup fr

and if this social distance is not

another is

void d it

Their

ocial distance,

ans the isolation of

ideas and attitud•••

The interpretation of Bogardus to the social distance does apply
ity of Logan because it is not a metropolitan city;

to the co

it is isolated, and the predominence of the church gives it the traits
of a folk soci ty.

P ople of Logan are

they are "acting apart".

II

cting together" as well as

(34, p. 487)

They dOll't want outsiders to break across the barriers of their
own ia-group.

They get benefit from th se student , and that is how

far the association should go.
An additional factor could be added to the solidari ty of this

Logan co
Thea

nity is their Njority belonging to th

factor

the experiences, co

re entirely th

vri ter l

ent, and the data col

idea

Nordic

ub-race.

who replied upon

cted fro

the Asiatic

studentl.
4.

Ali tic versu

erican culture.

Ey; ry culture has it s own pattern, and it requires activities
through the channels of this pattern.
34

In the meantime it discourages

1

oth r fo

f activity which do not follow thes

s

channel.

The Asiatic cultur s which are repres nted by these students here"'"'\ .

are entirely different than the American culture and very strange to
the people of this country.

If these Asiatic culture

could be taken

as a unit it would facilitate the comparison with the Anerican <Illture.
So vb n the writer refers to the Asiatic culture he

or cultures.

eans the mixtures

In the meantime when specification is necessary it would

be so.

These young men and women who live about twenty years in their

country wi th the same kind of people acquire through heredi ty, socialization, and acculturation th
patterns.

When they co

these traits.

traits of their country's cultural

to the United States they carry with them

They live in this country; but they think, act, and

react according to their own culture.

They are near their culture by

practicing it and far from it in person.

The difference between the

two cuI tares shows the lack of a common value and

entiment between

these strangers and the local. group.
Bogardus calls ita social distance which keeps the two groups

l

apart because they are different in their attitude, sentiments aDd

belief..

The ASiatic, is bound by traditions and kinly relationshipo

He does not look like an America,n even wen he is similar in appearance.

The A iatie cannot understand this complexity in the American lIhicb

looks so revolutionary to him.

Americans and Asiatic have two different

backgrounds upon which the conflict relies.
It i

obvious that the Americans do not give up any of their cu I tural

traits to replace with a primitive or a less valuable culture because
the American

consider their way of life the best especially when their
3S

,.
economic and political

prosperi~

help them derive this feeling.

Acculturation takes plaQe constantly within the American way of
The United States is a permanent revolution.

lit,

aIId improv ment take plac'e : almost every day in the
and social life of the Americans.

Advancement
polit~c

1, economic

These new lines or traits are .origin-

ated ill the United States so Americans do Dot resent them.

ricans do Dot look very highly on things behind thei r boarders.

They consider the Asiatic culture as a backward one
more progressive.

and theirs is

They do not trade their wlture for any other,

in fact they expect everybody to get Americanized especially when they
see waves after waves of immigrants coming from all around the world

to .live in the United States and get coapletely a aimilated.
Acco
tanding.

ation is a possible and eff ctive mean

to achieve under-

Due to factors stated above and due to the rule that the

JDinority should be affected by the majority, these Asiatic students
are expected to be acconmodated.
•

The Asiatic students in their turn

are proud of what they have, and they think that Americans worship

materialistic values and neglect the mind and the spirit.
upon Americans as machines

values.

lU shing

Tbey look

and bustling wi th no basic moral

They admire the Anericans for many accomplishments and achie... -

ents, but still they think th t the Asiatic culture should not be

diffused and replaced with American materialism.
Both groups respect what they have, and

0

unQerstanding could

reached unless a process of accommodation comes first.

The Asiatic

students come to this country with some willingness to be partly
Americanized, but they do not know where to
36

art or what to do.
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tti tude •
s

ttitude is t

pplied to the d rivatio

•

the

of W. I. Th

d the value they giye to th

xplanation could be

ricans t

a group; aDd they

consid r th

An7 turthe r xperience i

lbi i
D

middle of the 1'0

rieans see 't hat these students don't respect their traditiona,

rin up difference
w

part,

. Dity traditions;

a

aD

of th

object.

(33, p. 29).

ttitude of

Reuter gives an interesting interpretation of similar situation,
he said: "The individual values and attitudes have their rise fro
perience Which is a social code rath r than fro

ex-

original nature." (33, p. 210)

Ora the other hand it shows that the prejudice against these
students arises, Dot from the inherent nature of these students, b t

from social relations and artificial values.
People are not very different because they have a nultitude
of traits in common. ' But the wrong expe'r iences bring up nonexistent

factors and make them "realities" or social facts.
All values in all cultures are set on human nature.
Quoting Cooley in his well-known treatment of hWDall na ture, he
says:

"If we

~

get down far enough below the veneer of culture

the peoples of the world are not so very different." (15, P'. 161)
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CHAPTER IV
ADJUSTMENT AND TREATMENT OF THE SI'ruATION

Adjustment is the main human problem.

(3, p. 34)

These Asiatic students are not i mmigrants.

They cannot afford being

assimilated because they are going baek to their own culture, and if they
give it up they lose the new and the old one.

This particular factor makes

the situation harder because these stu Jents can't go beyond certain degree of
accommodation where sentiments are not involved.
If an adjustnent can be reached, the present attituie disappears.
adjustment should start back in these students' homelands.
and

The

Their government,

the United States Government, and the university they are going to attend

should provide an orientation which will enable these students to face the
new system of education and the
problems.

An~rican

way of life with its unsolved social

They should be given the opportunities to get familiar ,doth different

American groups upon and soon after their arrival to this country.

Friendship I

familiarity and understanding are what the Asiatic students need to keep. them
away from their continuous associa.t ion with their own compatriots.
The superficial sympathy and the "sorrow feeling" for these students
have a reverse effect.
The American students are indifferent toward the world affairs; a football game is more enjoyable and essential than the news.
On ' the other hand the Asiatic students are somehow lost.

facing a crisis.
and cultures.

They are

They are self-conscious about themselves, their nationalities,

They have either inferiority or superiority complexes.

They

fear association with the Americans because of language and i gnorance of the
American traditions. '
The move to get them together lies with the
39

facul~

members especially

, those who are interested in international problems +and who feel the necessity
of bringing these two groups together.
There ' are several ways to en ble these sttllents to adopt the American
college and university life.
Social Science teacher

are a very precious investment for world under-

standing and for preservation of American leadership and democracy.

As Robert Oppenheimer once said: "Perhaps the best
is to wrap it up in a person."
';

w~

to send knowledge

(10)

The Social Science teachers ba ve a double duty, to gi. ve knowledge and
to adjust attitudes.

Their task is to educate their fellow American students

and to prepare them for a broader view ot international relations.

Otherwise

there would be no international relations or an American leadership.
They can show the American

students that their emotions shouldn't

control their judgment, and their thinking should be
believed that the college

studen~s

cientific.

It is

are capable of developing scientific

constructive attitudes ~oward the ethnic groups if they r~~eive a
constructive leade'r ship and ":lidance.
necessary , to attain the democratic

(28). , This change in attitude is

id~a1

tha t is accepted as the goal of the '

American s,o cial order.

The purpose of education is to make good citizens.

No good ci tizen

could let these campus ambassadors go to their countries with an unfavorable
attitude toward his country.

A good citizen is the one who knows that each

man is to be treated according to his individual worth, no matter what hi

racial, national or religious affiliation may be.
Good

and" sincere Social Science teachers are urgently needed and so is

full-time advisor for the foreign students 'Who are willing to understand
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their problems and their cultures, and who are able to recommend and introdbce
some acquaintances, and help setting programs such as has been going on in
the other colleges such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology, whose
students in 1948 raised eighteen thousand dollars to bring sixty-two
students from abroad.

Bowdein College undergraduates offered free room

and board in fraternity houses for twelve foreign students if the college
would provide tuition, which the college did.

The Colorado School of Mines

offer a scholarship for one student from each country (24).

The University

of Idaho gives five scholarships for students from abroad, and the' ampus

fraternities offer them room and board.

In Cleveland, Ohio businessmen

' arrange tours through their plants, followed by parties and invitations.
'.file

Chamb~r

of Commerce in San Francisco, Oakland, and Berkeley have

launched an "American way of life" program for foreign students.

Fraternities

in Iowa entertain foreign students in every possible occasion (10).

These are some examples of what the other colleges do for these foreign
students.

It is a real challenge for the college, the fraternities, and

the people of Logan and its Chamber

~f

Commerce.

The author urges the college administration to be more careful in

accepting the applications for admission from abroad, and special attention
should be given to the applicant1s ability to read and understand the
Engli sh language.
A small nwnber of foreign students on this campus is in favor of

both ideas o
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

This st«dy was made to show the attitude of fifty-four Asiatic students
attending the U.S •• C. toward the United States, Logan, and the

U.S.AoC~

1.

The survey was done by interviewing these students individually.

2.

Their attitude toward . the U.S.A.C. educational system is favorable and
S is the ideas of the majority about the instnlctors •

.

Their attitude toward the United States is affected by their experiences
in Logan to a great degree •
...----4.

Their attitude toward Logan is not favorable because of differences in
culture and because of racial and religious p-ejudice.

~ S.

The general attitude of these .tudents show ·a trend of negativi$m.

The

Far East students ha ve a more favorable atti tude than tha t ' of the Middle

Easterners.

~6.

Their attitude is likely to show no 'sign of tolerance, but carefulness and
. suspicion when dealing with the

7.

Ame~icans

back home o

the big majority of them recommend the United States' colleges, but a very

small minority recommend the U.SoAoC • .because of the social life in Logan.
8.

The U.S •• C. with its Asiatic students is not helping the United States
build friendly relations wi th people from other

9.

Adjustment can be achieved by having more understanding from both sides

and by having more
10 0

l~ds 0

~nte~acti

· ies.

The Social Science teachers could accomplish a very helpful part by
acting as a third group who understand both sides and who are sincere and
feel the importance of the friendly relations.

/

11.

A

lull-time advisor for the foreign students is a necessi ty to help them

solve thei r group and individual problems.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

The data shows that the American foreign policy did not affect these
students' attitude either way.

The group who stated that their answers

were affected by the American foreign policy score 5.46, the same

as

the

rest of the students.
The attitude of these students toward the United States is affected,
to a d gr e, by their experiences in Logan, since their attitude toward
Logan is affected by typical local conditions.
To back up this judgment the writer could use as an illustration the
criticism that was given to his questionnaire.
'!be main points that

.s

any of these stuients criti . zed was, as they

put it, the lack of specification.

What they meant was simply to differentiate

between the American students and the
Ques~on

!!.E!!l

students.

No. 24 was ·given to them the following way: "American students

feel that you are: (check' ·one or more) friend, colored, etc., etc.,·u
M~

said that they couldn't answer this question because they don't

know exactly what group the writer means.

They said that they have many

friends fram out of the state, but none or one or two from Utah.
Question No. 36 is to know if they visit with American families.
of their answers were:

Some

"I visit with American families but not Logan families;

either married students from outside or non-L.D.S. people."
The same criticism they gave to question No. 38 which deals w.ith the
characteristics of the Americans.
These illustrations show that they are dis atisfied with Logan.
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This

dissatisfaction is affecting their attitude toward the whole nation.

Quoting

some of their comments gives the reader an idea how much harm the community
is doing to the relations of these students with the United States.
Concerning the items that deals with the country at large they

s~cified

by saying:

IIIf Logan represents the whole country there is no democracy
or freedom in the United States."
About the Uni ted States' help to Asia, the American foreign ' policy

J

and suspicion of the motives of the United States' policy played an
important role in their answers and so did their experiences in Logan.
One student said:
"Surely they are buying us and setting themselves masters.
Take us here, we are as developed as they are; we are as intelligent
and educated as they are, and yet they consider us inferior. So
how do you expect them to deal with our underdeveloped countries
and our illiterate, weak people? Don't tell me on equal basis."
One student said, in relation to the cooperation with the United States:
ffWby should we cooperate with the United States? Haven't
had enough humiliation in our relations wi th them in their own
country?"

we

Another one said:
"These people don't consider anyone but themselves, and
they are not ready to understand us. \Velll How do you expect
cooperation \vhen there is not even. willingness for understandingJ
No. ~ly answer for that is: Have only diplomatic relations with
them as we have with Russia ••• no less, no more."
In asking for the reasons why some of them want to transfer, one

\

\

student said:
"I came 10,000 ,niles to study and have a good time. \fuat I
am getting hpre is loneliness, negligence and disrespect. I haven1t
done anything wrong to have such a reward from the people he re. fI
Another student was very brief and to the point; he said:
"I want to go and study in America."
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,J

A third student said:
"As if you don I t know, how can I live wi. th people wo ref use
to rent me a room fearing the house will be dishonored. n
These statements along with the general negativism of the Asiatic
students toward the local situa tion, should not be interpreted that the
local situation is different from the si. tuation on the campuses of other
universities.

There may be a difference

b~cause

of the local characteristics

of this community's people, but the present study has not attempted to make
such comparison, though a further comparative research l"auld be very
significant.

However, if the local situation is the same as elsewhere,

the colleges of the United States are losing a golden opportunity of
establishing and maintaining friendly nations in Asia.

So far, as this

study revealed, this college has failed to sell the true Americanism
.'

to

these students and to send them to their countries as good \<,1.11

ambassadors.
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FOREIGN

STUDENT

Atti tude Study

1.

Nationallty_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

Religion~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o 5. Father's Occupition_ _ _ _ __
J 7.
.,J

8.

~ 9.

-

. 1 10.

Citizen of

2.
4.

Age _____________________________

6.

Sex

------------------------

-------------------------------

Marital status (check one), lofarried _____ , single _ _ _ _ divorce _ __
Nationality of wife _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~wlooghney~bembU. S .A.? _________________- - -

How much longer do you intend to stay in U.S. A.? _ _ _ , Logan,_ _ _ ,
U S.A.C ____
$

11.

Major subject at U.S. A.C. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , Hinor_______________

12.

Have you changed majors? Yes _ _ _ , NQ_ __

13.

Class, Freshman____ , Sophomore_ _ _ , Junior_ _ _ , Senior_______ ,

,

If yes, \ib.y?_ _ _ _ _ _ __

---

Graduate

~ 14.

Sou r ce of financial support (check one or more )
(a)

Self supporting from income at home_ _ _ __

(b)

Supported by your government _________________

(c)

Supported by American government _ _ _ _ _ __

(d)

Part-time work

(e)

If others, specify_________________________________________________

------------------------------

15.

Did you study English in your country?_ _ _ _ ,In America____ , HOl, long?

16.

Are you having any difficulty in understanding lectures?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

17.

Education completed back home.

High school_ _ _ , One year college_ _ __

two years college_ _ _ , three years college_ _ _ , four years colI .e _ _

graduate_ __

~ 18. What were your , reasons for selecting U.S~ A _Co?
(a)

School selected by your government, Ye s____ No____

(b)

School reco mmended by your family,

f

Yes____ No____

~ ,'
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18.

19.

(cont.)
rec~ended

friends~

(c)

School

(d)

School recommended for its

(e)

Expenses are less

(f)

If others, . specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

by your

h'~ re,

Yes _ _ N o _

populari~

at home, Yes_____ No_____

Yes_ _ N o _

\ihile back home, have you met any student who attended the U.S.A.C.?
Yes

No_____

(a)

His attitude towards this college was most satisfactory_____ ,
satisfactory____ , neutral____ , poor____ , offensive____ , Indicate
other opinion_______________________________________________________

(b)

His liking for this country was v ry good____ , good____ , doesn't
care____ ,
1.

2.

\

poor~,

against it____ •

\iould he like to come back to U.S. to live? Yes__ No_. heasons:

(a)

He h ates to be away f

(b)

He was completely ignored. Yes____ No____

(c)

America is too expemsive for him. Yes____ No____

(d)

Race prejudice in America is great. Yes____ No____

(e)

More jobs and opporturti.ti.es in U.S.

(f)

Very modem and comfortable country.

(g)

Free and . demo~J:atic country.

(h)

If others, specify______________________

m home. Yes____ No____

Yes

No_

Yes_ No_

Yes_ No_

Would he like to come back to Logan?

Yes____ NO____ • Reasons:

(a)

Logan welco

(b)

U.S.A.C. students are friendly.

(c)

Town people are friendly.

(d)

If others, ~eci~~~~~~~~~~~~~__~~~~~~~

foreign student . ..

Yes_ No_
Yes____ No

Yes_ No_
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20.

U.S.A.C. educational system is: (check one)

very gooo_, good_"

21.

Colleges back home have better educational system. Yes____ NO____ •

22.

Attitude of instructor towards you is: indifferent____ , helpful____ ,

~by? _____

ordinary____ , against you____ •
23.

Do all your instructors have same attitude?

Yes____ NO____ e If no, check

one, big majority____ , 50%____ , small minority____ •
24.

American students feel that you are: colored_, white_, foreigner_,

friend ____ , outcast____ , inferior____ , one of them____
25.

~ 26.

\4ould YJU like to transfer- to another college?

Americans have prejudice against you.

e

Yes_ NO_. Wby? _ __

Yes____ No____

If yes, this

prejudice is due to: race ____ , nationality____ , religion____ , If other,
specify_________________________________________________________________
27.

Have you ever had a date in Logan?
{check one}

~

28.

Yes__ No_. If yes, how often?'

t\'rice or more_, Ol.ce a month or less_

How often do you ask for a
Have you ever had a date

date?~____~~____~______~~~~~__~~~~

outsid~

Logan?

Y~s ____

No____

Girls refuse to date you because: (check one or more)
(a)

parents do not approve_____

(b)

girls

(c)

girls have no objection but afraid of tOwn gossips_____

(d)

you are from different religion_ '"

(e)

you are from different country_ _

(f)

If others, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~eel

unsafe with you_

-.

-

~WOUld you like to marry an American girl?

L~~Y

Yes____ No____ , BecauSel

(check one or more)
(a)

American girl

are too f r e e _

(b)

Do not respect

marri~d

(c)

Like to boss their husbands_

(d)

Belong to different religioD_ _

. (e)

32.

life _____

--

Cannot live back home

(f)

Hore educated and up-to-date_ _

(g)

Better than girls back

(h)

If others, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

hODle _ _

To create mutual understanding with foreign students, the college should:
(check one
, or more)

Increase friction of both Americans and foreign stul. ents

(b)

Hel p make American stu ients understand foreign students_____

(c)

Show American girls that nothing wrong in dating foreigners.

(d)

Leave these students alone, as in the long-run will get together_____
Ii others, specify_________________________________________________

(e)

33.

34.

--

(a)

-

Do you bel()ng to Cosmopolitan Club? Yes_ NO_. If no, check:

--

(a)

This club does not have American members

(b)

This club has no activities_

(c)

You haven't 'got the time for it_ _

(d)

College is neglecting club_____

What would you suggest for improving the club? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

- 5 -

\

35.

\vnat do you think of having an International House?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Do you visit

~~th

rican families? Yes_____ NO_____ e Because:

(a)

They invite you

(b)

Never been invited

(c)

You /have no time

(d)

They don't enjoy your company

(e)

You don't enjoy thei r company

(f)

You lould rather visit with boys from home

(g)

Iou learn about American life through visiting

(h)

You ·enjoy their company

(i)

If others, specify_______________________________________________

People of Lo an are friendly.

Yes_ No

Because: (check one or more)

(a)

They are too busy to care

(b)

They Like strangers

(e)

They are getting benefit fro

(d)

Foreign students are friendly

(e)

Foreigners are kind and polite

(f)

Foreigners are violating what is called COi(munity traditions

(g)

Foreigners are too fanatic

(h)

Foreigners do not crive carefully

(i)

People of Logan would not like to associate others than L.D.S. members.

(j)

If others, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

foreign students

- 6 -

38.

Check what you think is right - \ihether, all, most, some, or none - in the blank

(a)

Americans have national and social prejudice.

(b)

A.ri~ericans

arc gooJ. hec~rted.

(c)

~f.. ericans

:1

(d)

Americans speak of democracy, yet they do not pra.ctice it.

(e)

Americans .,·clcomes everybody \vho comes to U.S.A.

(f)

.A.r.tericans feel th at all other na tions are inferior.

(g)

lk1eric f~ns

(h)

39.

40.

re 'v ery matcrial.i stic.

love re a ce.

If others, specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

U.S. A.'s help to Asia is because: (check one or more)
(a)

They like to help others_

(b)

They liie to get rid of their surplus_____

(c)

They arc buying the s e n ,ltions f="r their O\·.rn benefit_

(d)

It is one way to fi ght CO;l1Runism and hold balance of t)ower_

(e)

They If'ant these nations to forget a bout th~ir political demands

(f)

They i,Tant to introduce c~pi t ruism and democracy_

(g)

TIl ey vant to pro ve their prosperity, i>r~stl ge ani strength

(h)

If ot lers, specify

.'

---

. ~--

----------------------------------------._---------

U.S. is prosperous because:

(check one or more)

(a)

It is ~\ free count .~y_ _

(0)

Americans arc more int .lligent than oth cr s _

(c)

Americans h ave no social classcs_

(1)

The peopl e n se the credit system_

(e)

It has many relief

(f)

It is rich in natural reSOUl'ces

(g)

If other, s pecify

a~ cncies_

--

----------------------------------------------------
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41.

To apply what you study here in your country:
(a)

It is impo sible

( )

It is difficult

(c)

It is possible

(d)

It is easy

Because:

42.

43.

(a)

People like to apply what the Americans have

(b)

People do not like the American system

(c)

People are proud of what th~ ~ve

(d)

People are afraid to get confused

(e)

Religion and tradition makes them conservatives

(f)

They fear evolution on a large scale

(g)

If others, sp.ecify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

When you go home, would you like your government to: (check the right ones)
(a)

Cooperate ,dth U.5.

(b)

Have only diplomatic relations

(e)

Back

(d)

Have wilitary and commercial treaties with U.S o

(e)

Consider the Western \vorld as enemieJ

(f)

If o~ers, speci~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

U.s: ,r

solutions in U.No

\¥hen going back home, do you recommend the U.S.A.C. for others? Yes___No___

Do you recommend U.S.?

Yes_ No_

44.

You came to U. S.

~s:

fricnd ____ , indifferent____ , enemy____

45.

You leave U. S.A.

~ s:

fricnd____ , indifferent____ , enemy____

46.

Do'you consider the Anl rican Foreign policy as the main factor to your feeling
towards U.S.Ao?

Yes____ NO____ •

